YEAR 1 MONDAY 6TH APRIL 2020

Good morning Year 1!

I hope you are enjoying the start of your holidays and that you have begun
to relax and unwind after a busy second term. Since January, you have all
been trying harder in class and making steady progress. It is great to see
that this progress has not been hindered by the lockdown.

The last three weeks were a very difficult time but I am proud that all of you
continued with your learning at home and showed me how independent
you can be. You remembered all of the skills you learnt in class and shared
your achievements with pride!

On the following page are some ideas to keep you busy over the holidays.
Remember that I am always adding new and exciting things on Active
Learn and some things that I have already added have not been completed
yet. I would like to see you accessing Active Learn to complete the fun
things that are on there.

Have a lovely holiday! None of us can go anywhere on our holidays sadly,
but it is SUPER important that you give yourself time to unwind and relax,
so that you are ready to start again after the holidays!

I miss you all terribly and look forward to the day that we are back together
on the carpet, continuing on the Year 1 journey. Team work makes the
dream work!

Love,
Miss Gwenno

Here are some ideas to keep you busy. Pick and choose, as you wish:

Make a Minibeast
pebble.
Paint and decorate, then
when it´s dry, cover in
PVA glue to seal.

Teach yourself a
Find coloured
items and create
a big rainbow

own)

Go on

Go on
Active Learn

new skill (try to
juggle on your

Read a book

Make the most of your time together as a family and try your best to make
happy memories. We are often so busy with our lives and we say “I haven´t
got time”, well now we do!

The main point of these activities are for you to have fun and relax over the
holidays.

Active Learn website:
https://pi.pearsoned.com/v1/piapi/piui/signin?client_id=mCfHl22MzgSG9oQ21dUc3GG
NPShmrgeb&login_success_url=https:%2F%2Fwww.activelearnprimary.co.uk%2Floginredirect%3Fc%3D0

Rainbow Poster Competition!
Can you paint/draw/create a rainbow? Add a positive message too – Stay
Safe! Stay Indoors! Keep Smiling!
We would like to see these displayed in your windows or gardens for
others to see and raise some smiles!
The best in each class will win a book voucher for the next book fair!
All you need to do to enter the competition is take a photo of your finished
rainbow and send an email to info@calpeschool.com Please write
RAINBOW POSTER and your name and class in the subject.
Closing date Friday 17th April! Winners will be announced on Monday 20th!
HAVE FUN! GOOD LUCK, EVERYONE!

